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ABSTRACT

Since horizontalI dimlens ions of orogranhv Iin rol aon

to cb)oid form atiton and development are miostly Iin the we so -

-cale, we usually ohberve niesoscale nephsystemý In a read

with topographic winluences. Ini addition to their barrier effects',

mountains during the daytime act as effective high-level heat

~-oiirces, or as cloud gene rator.s. At night, however, theyV

iipesthe. Cloud torwationl and act as icloud isptr

kWhet; the',L (A fectJ are- Lom bined with the height of the cove;(c -

tive. cloud ha se-, which could be either higher oir lower than that

of the mountains, the patterns, of orographic nephsyvstemsý and

precipitition arc qu~ite complicated. By using actual cases of

clou'id and prec~ipitation) mclasurenieiit., - detailed cl ima tological

and mecsosy noptic patterns of clouds and precipitation are dis-

1.Orographic Clouds ind Precipitation in Relation toJ the Base of Convective Cloud!-

It is well-kniowni that the worldwide rainfall patterns are closely related to

the large - scale flow patterns and( the orography which blocks the flow in v'arious

wavs. F ye(-n though the role of the mountains upon natural stimulation of precipitation

is not full\, understood, the difference beetween the height of the convective cloud base

and thait of moutnta in tops resultsý in significant variation in the rainfall patterns on

and around the mountains.

When the condIensationr level or cIloud base is, considera bly lower than the

n iointa in tops, CIloud growth anrd prec ipi tat ion taike place oil the upwi Id side of the

The re search reported in this paper hat- beeti spomn-i red by thre Meteorological
ýsatcllIite Labi ralory, FSSA , wider Grant CM) WIG .34 Riare.The collection
(i preccipita tion dlata from the Fla gstaff niesonieteotrilogical network in 19(0 and
l~ol was supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Aerospace Research (GRI))

under Contract AF 11)(6f4)-72.59.



mountains. The effcct of solar radiation becomes insignificant as soon as the

upwind slopes are covered with thick convective clouds with high albedo.

The mechanical lifting of moist air is the most important mechanismn for the

release of latent heat of condensation when the stratification is conditionally unstable.

Elliott and Schaffer (1962) showed that the ratio of amounts of mountain and flat-

ground precipitation decreases appreciably with increasing air-mass stability,

suggesting that the orographic stimulation of precipitation does not occur when

the air mass is stable.

Even small mountains blocking a rapid flow of moisture in the trupics,

such as that accompanying hurricanes and typhoons, result in a significant amount

of precipitation on the upwind side of the mountains. Figure 1 shows an example

of orographic rainfall over Japan under the influence ot Typhoon Bess in August,

1963. Winds plotted in the standard form in the lower figure represent velocities

of the radar echoes computed by Fujita et. al. (1967). The height of the cumulus

base on the upwind side varies between 1000 and 2000 ft while the mountains are as

high as 5000 ft. It is of interest to see in the upper chart that along the Pacific

coast the one-hour rainfall ending at 0500Z is only several millimeters. Heavy

rainfall, up to 18 mm, is seen only on the upwind slope of the mountains. No more

than a trace of rainfall is reported from the downwind regions, thus showing the

effective blocking of precipitation by such relatively low mountains.

When the condensation level is located near or above the mountain tops,

convective clouds forming on the peak or over the leeward side of the mountain

produce precipitation as they drift away from the ridge line. As seen in Fig. 2,

such cloud formations are quite common over dry regions. Note that clouds over

Baja California extend northeast from the ridge line of tho Sierra de Juimrez and

that similar cloud formations in Nevada, Utah, and Arizona have the same relative

location with respect to orography.

In such cases, the heating of the mountain slopes plays an important role

upon the acquisition of buoyancy by orographic cumuli. Especially when the low-

level wind is southerly, the orographic clouds forming and developing above the

northern slopes of mountains do not effectively shield the solar radiation reaching

the southern slopes along which the heated air travels upward.

Braham and Draginis (19hO), and Silverman (1960), using data obtained from

an instrumented Air Force aircraft, made detailed analyses of the moisture and

temperature pattern, abo,'e the Santa Catalina Mountains north of Tucson, Arizona.



They revealed that thl ha 111oi st ail-, beCan se of the lifting effect oJI the c rrli-r

and the high-level heating it c! of the mountain, reached 300(0() to 5()()() ft ahove the

mountain-top level aftc' the ýlope w hl(atedl hV theW l11(.1-1i1g sun.

The growth of cumul clouds after their formation above nmouitain-top level

wa- investigated by Glas- and Carlson (1963), who made detailed photogram metric

anialysves of cumulus development over the San Francisco Mountains north of Flag-

staff, Arizona. Their results iutdicite that initial clouds with their base,, at 17, 51 1(1 -

20),0(0(0 it formed a fcw tenth, of a mile downwind from the 12,680 ft peak. After

the formation, each clul drifted away from the ,solrce region while increasing its

volume as much as 1(0 times. They studied mostly small cumuli which were eroded

away after about 10 minutes. These clouds consisted mostly of up- slope thermals

which were mixed with environmnntal air several thousand feet above the moumtain

tops. It is very unlikely that these small clouds would receive a continuous supply

of moist air from the lower levels on the downwind side of tho mountain. If one of

these cumuli developed into a huge cunn.ulonimbbu', it would maintain its circulation

practically independent of the or ,graphy which gave rise to the development of the

initial cloud. Thus, a large storm could move away from the mountains for a great

distance downwind.

2. Distribution of Rainfall Patterns around Isolated Mountains

In an attempt to inves.tigate pressure disturbances associated with the orographic

precipitation around the San Francisco Mountain"s of Arizona, a mesometeorological

nenvork of stations was es-tablished and operated by the University of Chicago and

sponsored by the U. S. Air Force. Figure 3 shows the area doRminated by the San

Francisco Mountains- in nirthern Arizona.

Long before the attempt by the Air Force to study orographic convection

in the Flagstaff area, Indians knew and told the participating scientists that their

rainy seasoin would start as soon as the traditional annual R iTn Dance was performed

at Flagstaff early in Jly. BotV 190(0 and 1961 networks thegan to operate shortly

after the day If the R,,in Dance, which actually signalled the beginning of the moi-t

spcll.

The total precipitation aniowints for July 16-29, 100OIH, plotted and contoured

in Fig. 4 clearly s'l,%v a ma, imunm directly over the mountains, and are surrounded

by a ring- haped zo) i, -f relatively low total anmounts (see hla,,K dots circling thd .

rnouitailns). Out ide this ring were scattercd are.as of high values, up to 2. 2 inch(--.
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In order to learn whether the 1960 pattern of orographic rainfall represents

a general distributioii or lot, a second and more extensive network was established

in 1961. The number of raingauges was increased from 15() to 220. The pattern of

the total precipitation turned out to he very similar to that obtained in 1960. The

total amount of rainfall in the 1961 period was about twice that of the previous year,

due partially to more days of operation, which were increased from 1 to 19 day.,

and to the increased conve-tive activity. Nevertheless, the low total -precipitation

ring surrounding the mountains appeared practically the same as in 196t).

To represent variation in the rainfall as a function of the distance from

the mountain, six pie-shaped areas were 'ionstructed by drawing six azimnuths,

(00 0 , 0600, 1200, 180', 2400, and 3000, radiating from the center of the mou:tain,.

The scatter diagram (Fig, 6) obtained by plotting the precipitation within each Pic-

shaped area reveals the existence of a low total-precipitation area at a distance of

about 8 1m from the mountain. A ring of maximum rainfall s also seen along the

radius of 10 to 12 nm. This evidence poses the question as to the cause of thcsc

rings of minimum and maximum precipitation.

Fujita, Styher, and Brown's (1962) study of daily precipitation during the

1960 season indicated that the over-mountain rainfall mostly occurred on the days

with low wind speeds and that the distant rainfall, 10 to 12 nm, from the mountain

center, fell quite often at night. Braham (1058) concluded in his study of cumulu-

clouds in Arizona that every one of the cloud parameter., showed marked day-by-day

variations. His statement is very important since it implies difficulties in explaining

the daily regime of orographic convection from the broad synoptic conditions.

From this we may assume that over-mountain precipitation is predominant

when straight convection take.- place under the influence of relatively low wind speeds.

A distant rainfall may occur at night when the mountains are cold, thus acting as

cloud diss-ip.-tors rather than cloud generators. If a very high cloud hase and relatively

high winds, occur simultaneously. it is likely that convective clouds will drift away

some distance from the mountains, producing precipitation far away from the mountains.

Thus, somehow, a minimum amount of precipitation is received along a ring of

about 15 mi in diameter circling the mountains.

3. In fluenIce of Airflow and Moisture

It iý the comrnon; beIcllt ii: northern Arizona that rainfall occurs when nioitst

air, nio-tly from tht southeast, blows against the plateaus and mountains. To
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obtain a quantitativL' rL IUtioto-hip betwe.,en the precipitation, the airflow, and thc

humidity, the winds dolt and relative humidities measured at Flagstaff are presented

in Figs-.. 7 and •, respectively. At the upper part of each figure is the variation

of mean daily precipitation obtained by adding total daily amounts from all network

stations and then dividing the total by the number of stations. The mean daily pre-

cipitation, therefore, gives approximately the mean precipitation which fell c;ch

day over the network area.

An overall inspection of these figures does not lead to a conclusion as to

C cause and effect relationship. Therefore, the daily means of wind speed anld rehtive

humidity between the surface and the 10,000 ft level were computed from upper-

air data taken early each morning before the onset of daily orographic convection.

Thes-e valueý are entered in Figs. 7 and 8 below the line representing the station

elevation.

The standard presentation of 3-parameter correlati'n shown in Fig. )

requires more observed values in order to find a conclusive relationship. Nnnethe-

less, the scatter diagram of rainfall amounts vs. relative humidity permits us, to

draw a crude but reasonahl- straight line, indicating that there would be little rain

when the mean relative humidity is less than 10 to 15ý7,. In case the humidity exceed>

80`11 it is likely there will be mere than 0.2 inches (if rai 1 no I tter how weak t(1o

wind speed. Due to the fact thnt there were no cases of high wind speed when the

humidity was 607, or more, it is not feasible to extrapolate the precipitation which

would occur under high-wind and high-humidity conditions. For low-humidity cases,

however, the pre:ipitation tends to increase with increasing wind speed.

The most reasonable empirical lormula for estimating mean precipitation, R,

from V, the wind speeu, and H, the relative humidity would be

R=±(H-O.I)(I+O.OIV)

and RO= when H < 0.1

whero. R is cxpressed in inches and V in knots. The line of a specific value of

in thi> i,,rniula is a rectangular hyperbola with V and H axes translated to

V = -100 kt and H = (). 1, respectively.

4. Split of a ThUnder torm in the Wake Flowv of the San Francisco Mountains

Due to th2 harrier -ind heating effects of the isolated peaks one would expeCt



some unusual characteristics of thunderstorms in the wake region of the mountains.

To monitor such thunderstorms, a time-lapse lb-mm camera was placed on the

rim of Meteor Crater pointing toward the San Francisco Mountains, about 40 mi

away. irspection of a large number of the movies thus obtained during 1901 operatlons

revealed the fact that a precipitation area observed beneath a cumulonimbus cloud

travelling downwind generally split into two separate precipitation areas.

A series of pictures enlarged from the film taken on July 19, 1961, is shown

in Fig. 10. Although the exposures were made for every 15 sec, frames presentedi

in the figure were selected at about 15-min intervlas. The first cumulus over the

mountain appeared at 0845 MST. After repeating the processes as described by

Glass and Carson (1963), a towering cumulus stage was reached around 1000 MST.

A few minutes later, both anvil and virga extended from the cloud.

Shortly after 1030 MST the rain area in the movie widened rapidly until it

split into two parts. Then the one on the left moved almost toward the camera.

A close inspection showed that the left part moved back Alightly toward the direction

of the peaks when viewed from the movie camera. The right part, on the other hand,

moved to the right, very quickly moving out of sight shortly after 1130 MST.

A MRI SX0 radar with 3. 2 cm wave length constructed and operated by

Meteorological Research Incorporated, Altadena, California, was not turned on

until 1127 MST, because the thunderstorm in question was previously hidden bh'hind

Elden Mountain when viewed from Flagstaff Airport, the site of the radar.

When the radar picture taken at 1130 MST and an enlarged cloud picture

from Meteor Crater are combined precisely as shown in Fig. 11, it is found that

the shape of the echoes from 'ie split rain showers displayed rotational charactcr-',tics.

This was e-peciallv true for he one on the right, viewed from the movie camera,

which showed an anticyclonic rotation lasting for over 30 nln after the radar was,

turned on. The other showed a slight cyclonic curvature. The estimated path:§

of the echo before and after the split revealed a remarkable resemblance with the

echo-ýplit phenomenon studies by Fujita and Grandoso (1966). They obtained a

numerical model which included a pair of thunderstorms which rotated in oppý,itc

directions. If their concept of split-echo phenomenon is applied to this observationil

evidence, it may be concluded that an area of wakc flow behind the Sail Francisco

Mouitains extends more than 30) mi downwipd.

A schematic -plan view of an estimated wake flow is shown in Fig. 12. Note

that a zone of anticyclonic vorticity along the northern boundary of the wake and
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its counterpart .,' ni , ý vcl iic vorticity along the southern boundary are produced

a> a result of the tiarr nr cfect. When a developing thunderstorm moves over this

area >t]cking up the aillr trm the wake region, the left-hand portion (facing the direction

of motion) and the righ,-hand part will quickly accumulate negative and positive

\'orticities, resp-ctively. Thus, the storm rapidly splits into or," with cyclonic,

and the other with anticyclo: ic rotation.

A Flag.-taff soundhnlg taken at 1235 MST, July 19, 1901, is shown in Fig. 12.

It i.- seen that the lay•er- up to 21, 000 ft, slightly above the cloud base, were practically

adiahatic with the moistur-e decreasing slightly with increasing height. This layer

iý- topped b.,, a thick layer of dry air moving from west to northwest at 12 to 15 kt.

The temperature curve for the morning sounding, released at 0840, showed little

differencc from that of the noon sounding. Therefore, the flow probably remained

unchanged during the morning hour-s, acting in favor of the establishment of a steady-

state flow.

5. S•ummlary and Concluion

Thu importance of the height of the convective cloud base in relation to that

of the orography hlocking the flow has been discussed, based m several examples.

In interpreting ,atellhte photographs it is always necessary to keep such regimes of

convection in mind u•bcaus.e the locations of clouds relative to the mountains vary

according t,, the IRIc.,h[t Of the cloud hase.

Thc r ,,graphic precipitation around the San Francisco Mountains was studied

in detail, aind ni rel.a ted ring of light precipitation surrounding the mountains wa's

iitnlJd t01 i'xi-t duiring I th the 1 9•0) and 1961 operations. li order to explain >uch a

di.tribution, the group of mountains is assumed to act as a cloud generator in day-

time and aý a cloud di>> ipator at night. Finally, the wake effect of the mountains,

which give., rise to the echu split phenomenon as proposed by Fujita and Grandoso

(10ino), wa> diLscu..ssd. A large number of satellite pictures over Arizona taken in

July and Aug;i> ere examined in an attempt to find patterns of clouds associated

.vi th the wake 11( miw niouintains. However, no conclusive evidence of wake flow

'v.- ltujlnd. The regionm of wake flow in satellite pictures as described by Hubert and

Lehr (l107) arc con-iderahlv m-re extensive than the island which blocks the flow.

Th( -.e 1-11a1d, >usually isnd ablove the top of a shallow stable layer, but the mountains

i Ar i zrna block only hiv lowcr portion of an adiabatic layer over 10,000 ft thick.



When the nature of such wake flows is clarified in general, it will become feasible

to use satellite pictures for the establishment of both barrier and heating effects' of

topography upon the mesoscale orographic convection.
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